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Abstract
Blood coagulation often accompanies bacterial infections and sepsis and is generally accepted as a
consequence of immune responses. Though many bacterial species can directly activate individual
coagulation factors, they have not been shown to directly initiate the coagulation cascade that
precedes clot formation. Here we demonstrated, using microfluidics and surface patterning, that the
spatial localization of bacteria substantially affects coagulation of human and mouse blood and
plasma. Bacillus cereus and Bacillus anthracis, the anthrax-causing pathogen, directly initiated
coagulation of blood in minutes when bacterial cells were clustered. Coagulation of human blood by
B. anthracis required secreted zinc metalloprotease InhA1, which activated prothrombin and factor
X directly (not via factor XII or tissue factor pathways). We refer to this mechanism as ‘quorum
acting’ to distinguish it from quorum sensing—it does not require a change in gene expression, it
can be rapid and it can be independent of bacterium-to-bacterium communication.
This paper describes a physical and biochemical mechanism responsible for regulating the
initiation of human blood coagulation by bacteria. In vivo, coagulation often accompanies
bacterial infections of the blood and is believed to be a consequence of immune and
inflammatory responses1-5. Immune and inflammatory responses cause upregulation of tissue
factor on the timescale of hours and lead to increased coagulation6,7. One of the few drugs
available to treat septic shock, activated protein C, is also an anticoagulant8. This coagulation
is believed to prevent dissemination of bacteria through the blood9,10 but also results in serious
vascular damage due to blockage and injury of blood vessels8. Coagulation accompanying
bacterial infections of the blood is particularly relevant for people infected with anthrax, which
involves sepsis and disseminated intravascular coagulation caused by the pathogen Bacillus
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anthracis4. Here, we considered an alternative and complementary mechanism for the
coagulation that accompanies infection: direct activation of the human coagulation cascade
through activation of coagulation factors by bacteria.
Many bacteria and bacterial components can directly activate individual human coagulation
factors. However, direct initiation of the coagulation cascade and the formation of a
propagating clot are not typically observed11-17. These bacterial components usually activate
low levels of coagulation factors, which does not result in the amplification and positive
feedback necessary to form a clot that can grow and propagate. For example, Staphylococcus
aureus produces coagulase, a protein that binds prothrombin stoichiometrically and leads to
cleavage of fibrinogen to fibrin14. However, this conversion simply precipitates fibrin and
does not result in production of thrombin, feedback or amplification of the coagulation cascade.
Escherichia coli that express the protein Curli are also known to activate coagulation factors,
such as factor XII (ref. 17). This process was shown to cause slower initiation of coagulation
due to depletion of factor XII (ref. 17). Bacteria are also well known to directly initiate
coagulation in some organisms, such as horseshoe crabs, but this mechanism of controlling
infection is believed to have been lost during the evolution of vertebrates18. All of these results
prompt the following simple question: are bacteria capable of directly initiating the coagulation
cascade and causing coagulation of human blood?
We hypothesized that initiation of coagulation by bacteria would be regulated by the spatial
localization, not the total amount, of bacteria. In other words, for bacteria that activate
coagulation factors, coagulation would only occur when a cluster of bacteria forms. This
hypothesis was based on previous experiments with human blood and plasma that showed that
(i) stimuli must exceed a local threshold concentration to initiate coagulation19,20, and (ii)
this threshold response to concentration leads to a spatial threshold response, in which
coagulation initiates on a patch of stimulus above but not below a threshold size21,22. The
threshold to concentration for coagulation is due to competition between production and
inhibition of activated coagulation proteases. The spatial threshold response to the size of
stimulus arises from the competition between the local production of activated coagulation
proteases at the site of the stimulus and the diffusion of these proteases away from the stimulus.
We hypothesized that individual bacteria as a stimulus of coagulation are below the threshold
stimulus size needed to initiate coagulation (Fig. 1a). Therefore, a solution of uniformly
dispersed bacteria would not initiate coagulation if the bacteria are spaced far apart. However,
a sufficiently large cluster of bacteria would generate a high local concentration of activated
coagulation factors, which would exceed the threshold concentration and initiate the
coagulation cascade rapidly. In this paper we showed that coagulation can be controlled by
changing the spatial distribution, or clustering, of bacteria.
RESULTS
Spatial localization of B. cereus controls coagulation
To test this hypothesis (Fig. 1a), we compared the clot time of human blood plasma exposed
to bacteria dispersed in solution to the clot time of human blood plasma containing bacteria
clustered on the surface of the microfluidic chamber (Fig. 1b). Bacillus cereus spatially
localized to a surface cluster rapidly initiated coagulation. However, B. cereus dispersed in
solution at concentrations of up to 107 colony-forming units (CFU) ml-1 did not initiate
coagulation (P < 0.01, for clustered versus dispersed B. cereus). The clot times of human blood
plasma exposed to the dispersed bacteria were not significantly different from the clot times
of the control samples of human blood plasma that did not contain bacteria (P > 0.5). In another
control experiment, clusters of E. coli did not rapidly initiate coagulation, and there was no
significant difference between the clot time of clustered E. coli and the samples of plasma that
did not contain bacteria (P > 0.1). These results demonstrate that not all bacterial strains initiate
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coagulation in this experimental setup. The E. coli control strain, which does not produce the
Curli protein, was used here because it was previously shown not to activate coagulation
factors17. In the solution-phase experiments (Fig. 1b), approximately 5 × 105 CFU of B.
cereus in 50 μl of human blood plasma did not initiate coagulation. However, significantly
fewer bacteria initiated coagulation when clustered—single clusters of approximately 4 ×
103 CFU were capable of initiating coagulation in 10 ml of human blood plasma. This number
was also substantially lower than the number of bacteria (approximately 108 CFU) that could
not initiate coagulation when dispersed in 10 ml of human blood plasma. Control experiments
confirmed that fluorescence observed in coagulation by B. cereus corresponded to true
initiation of the coagulation cascade and was not due to simple cleavage of the fluorogenic
substrate or to an S. aureus-type coagulase activity (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2 online). For
example, both coagulation factor X and prothrombin are required for initiation of coagulation
by B. cereus, which is not expected for S. aureus-type coagulase activity.
In a second experiment, we used microfluidics23,24 and micropatterned surfaces to control
the spatial distribution of bacteria (Fig. 1c,d) and to demonstrate that the size of the cluster,
rather than the amount of bacteria, can control the rate of initiation of coagulation of human
blood plasma. We patterned the surface of a microfluidic chamber with 90 μm patches of B.
cereus expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP). We then monitored coagulation of human
blood plasma on these patches in the absence of flow. On smaller patches (90 μm) spaced far
apart (400 μm), coagulation was slow, initiating on the first patch in 9 min ± 1 with clotting
on all the patches in the array in 22 ± 3 min (mean ± s.e.), which indicates that the individual
90 μm patches were below the size necessary to initiate coagulation rapidly (Fig. 1c). However,
when the same number of bacteria were patterned closer together to form a large patch,
coagulation initiated rapidly in 5 ± 1 min (mean ± s.e.) over the entire patch (Fig. 1d) (P < 0.01
in comparison with initiation on the first 90 μm patch and P < 0.005 in comparison with
initiation on the entire set of patches). For this large patch, activated coagulation factors
accumulated and exceeded the threshold concentration because diffusion of activated
coagulation factors off of the patch was slower than the production of activated coagulation
factors.
B. cereus initiates coagulation of flowing whole blood
To test whether B. cereus initiates coagulation in the presence of flow, human whole blood
was flowed over localized colonies of B. cereus in microfluidic channels (Fig. 2). We wished
to test this effect because flow is important in maintaining hemostasis and could affect
phenomena that rely on local concentration thresholds. We demonstrated previously that
thresholds to initiation and propagation of coagulation are preserved in the presence of
flow25,26. In these experiments, several parameters known to contribute to the coagulation
process in vivo were incorporated and carefully controlled, including flow and shear rates, the
geometry and surface chemistry of channels, and the presence of platelets and cells of the blood.
Other components that contribute to coagulation in vivo were not tested here, including the
presence of membrane proteins and other components of the vessel wall. The components of
the endothelium are known to greatly contribute to the coagulation process, and differences
are likely to exist between the microfluidic system described here and the in vivo setting.
Clusters of bacteria in microfluidic channels were made by encapsulating bacteria in gel
microdroplets (GMDs)27. GMDs consisted of colonies of bacteria and magnetic particles 1
μm in diameter contained in agarose spheres approximately 50 μm in diameter; the magnetic
particles allowed the GMDs to be trapped in the microfluidic channels by a magnet incorporated
into the device near the channel (Fig. 2a)28. Clusters of B. cereus initiated coagulation of
flowing human whole blood in 3-13 min (Fig. 2b,c), whereas coagulation did not occur until
48-59 min in experiments with the control strain of E. coli (Fig. 2d; P < 0.001). Previous work
suggests that initiation and propagation of coagulation of human blood and plasma are sensitive
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to shear rate26. It predicts that coagulation induced by bacteria will be most pronounced in
regions of low shear, such as in dead volumes in venous valves or in the extremities of people
that are immobilized and experiencing venous stasis (for example, in intensive care units). This
prediction has not yet been tested.
Classical initiation points of the network are bypassed
There are two classical pathways to initiate coagulation (Fig. 3a). The principal pathway in
vivo is initiated by tissue factor, a high-affinity receptor for coagulation factor VII. The other
pathway, which is activated via factor XII, has been suggested as an initiation point for some
bacteria17. We initially hypothesized that coagulation by B. cereus would occur by activation
of either factor XII or factor VII. To determine which coagulation factors are essential, we
tested blood plasmas that were depleted of specific coagulation factors. The clot times by B.
cereus were compared to the clot times by reagents of the prothrombin time (PT) test or the
activated partial thromboplastin time (APPT) test (Fig. 3b,c). The PT test initiates coagulation
via the tissue factor/factor VII pathway, and the APTT test initiates coagulation via the factor
XII pathway. Surprisingly, coagulation of plasma immunodepleted in either factor XII or factor
VII was still rapidly initiated by B. cereus, which indicates that these factors are not essential
for this process. However, coagulation did not occur within 30 min in plasma immunodepleted
in either factor X or prothrombin. We performed further experiments with purified coagulation
factors and found that B. cereus is capable of directly activating prothrombin (factor II) and
factor X (Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 online). The initiation point for B. cereus occurred at
the major hubs of the coagulation network. It remains to be seen whether further network
analysis can be used to identify inhibition points of the network that could stop coagulation
initiated by bacteria while maintaining the ability of blood to initiate coagulation by tissue
factor.
Multiple Bacillus species initiate coagulation
In addition to B. cereus, we found that clusters of several other Bacillus species, including B.
anthracis, the anthrax-causing pathogen, rapidly initiated coagulation of human blood plasma
(Fig. 4a). The closely related species Bacillus thuringiensis and other species, including
Bacillus subtilis and Bacillus licheniformis, also initiated coagulation. Experiments with
purified coagulation factors showed a strong correlation between the ability of these strains to
initiate coagulation and their ability to activate prothrombin and factor X (Supplementary Fig.
4). Furthermore, components secreted from the bacteria into solution were also capable of
activating purified coagulation factors, including prothrombin and factors X and XI, but not
factors VII and IX (Supplementary Fig. 5 online). It is surprising that an insect pathogen, B.
thuringiensis, rapidly caused coagulation of human plasma. This result may be due to the
conservation of protease cascades29,30. Further work is needed to understand these
phenomena.
Coagulation by B. anthracis requires metalloprotease InhA1
To identify the molecular components responsible for activating coagulation factors and
initiating coagulation, we screened a small library of B. anthracis Ames 35 mutants; most of
these mutants are deficient in secretion of a specific protease. We chose to investigate mutants
of B. anthracis for two reasons. First, B. anthracis secretes a much smaller number of proteases
than B. cereus, resulting in a smaller screening library. Second, there is currently a demand for
identifying the essential molecular components responsible for the pathophysiology of
anthrax31,32. It has been shown previously that the B. anthracis protein lethal factor does not
initiate coagulation33. Inthe mutants used here, the genes corresponding to the proteases were
removed by Cre recombinase (Supplementary Fig. 6 online)34. We hypothesized that secreted
proteases were involved because solutions containing secreted components from B.
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anthracis cells were found to activate purified coagulation factors (Supplementary Fig. 5), but
with activities below the threshold needed for coagulation.
We found that bacteria that did not produce either metalloprotease NprB or InhA1 displayed
reduced ability to activate purified human prothrombin or factor X and reduced ability to initiate
coagulation of human blood plasma compared with B. anthracis Ames 35 (Fig. 4b-e). NprB
is highly homologous to bacillolysin proteases of other Bacillus species. InhA1 is a homolog
of the B. thuringiensis immune inhibitor A (ref. 16), and its expression has been observed
during growth in minimal aerobic medium35. InhA1 was essential for initiation of coagulation
of human blood plasma by B. anthracis (P < 0.001 for Ames 35 versus ΔinhA1). To ensure
that InhA1 is capable of activating human coagulation factors, we purified this enzyme from
the B. anthracis Ames 35 ΔnprB strain. As reported, InhA1 was purified as a 46 kDa and 18
kDa complex (Supplementary Fig. 7 online)16. Purified InhA1 indeed cleaved prothrombin
and generated active thrombin (Fig. 4d). In addition, control experiments showed that heat-
inactivated InhA1 was not active, and the measured activity of purified InhA1 was due to
activation of prothrombin, not direct cleavage of the fluorescent substrate by InhA1. Recent
experiments have found that von Willebrand factor, a regulator of platelet aggregation, is also
a substrate for InhA1 (ref. 15). Although B. anthracis could still rapidly initiate coagulation in
human blood plasma deficient in von Willebrand factor and platelets (see Supplementary
Methods online), interactions with this factor further supported the notion that B. anthracis
may target the coagulation process during infection.
The dependence of coagulation on the spatial arrangement of bacteria could suggest a quorum-
sensing mechanism, and B. anthracis has been previously shown to exhibit quorum
sensing36. However, two results contradict such a hypothesis. First, for the experiments
described in Figure 1b, the bacteria in each sample were subjected to the same conditions until
the human blood plasma was introduced. Then, within one minute, the bacteria were either
dispersed into the plasma or clustered in the plasma, leading to the significant difference in
initiation of coagulation (Fig. 1b). It is not likely that quorum sensing could induce changes in
phenotype within one minute. The production of InhA1 by B. anthracis was not strongly
influenced by clustering on the timescale that coagulation occurs (less than 2 h), as determined
by immunoblot analysis using mouse anti-InhA1 serum (Supplementary Fig. 8 online). In a
second experiment, mutants of B. anthracis that had reduced quorum-sensing ability still
triggered rapid coagulation of human blood plasma. We used a previously characterized
quorum-sensing mutant strain of B. anthracis (34F2) that lacks functional luxS activity and
production of autoinducer-2 (1)36.Similar to the B. anthracis Ames 35 control strain, this
mutant strain rapidly initiated coagulation of human blood plasma in less than 3 min (Fig. 4f).
The alternative mechanism that we are proposing here is that individual bacteria are below the
critical size necessary to initiate coagulation (Fig. 1a), but clusters of bacteria exceed the
threshold size necessary for initiation21,22,37. We used numerical simulations to test the
feasibility of this mechanism.
Numerical simulations reproduce the coagulation dynamics
To examine the physical mechanism responsible for the initiation of coagulation on localized
clusters of bacteria, we used a two-dimensional numerical simulation that considered 40
reactions of the human coagulation cascade, the activation of prothrombin and factor X by B.
cereus or B. anthracis, the spatial localization of bacteria, and diffusion. The components and
rate constants for the coagulation reactions were chosen based on an established numerical
model for the human coagulation network. The rates of activation of prothrombin and factor
X per bacterium were determined from kinetic assays that used B. cereus, purified prothrombin
or factor X, and fluorogenic substrates for thrombin or factor Xa with known rates of
cleavage38. Simulations mimicked 2 × 106 bacteria in 50 μl of human blood plasma, either
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dispersed throughout the volume or clustered. When dispersed, the coagulation cascade was
not activated, and only 0.13 pmol of thrombin, 0.2 fmol of factor Xa, 8.1 fmol of factor Va and
0.28 fmol of factor VIIIa were produced after 1,500 s (Fig. 5a). The majority (74%) of thrombin
generated was due to direct proteolytic cleavage of prothrombin by bacterial proteases, thereby
confirming that the coagulation cascade was not turned on. When bacteria were clustered into
a 500-μm-diameter patch in the same volume of plasma, an intense local burst of thrombin and
fibrin was generated in the simulation, which indicates the initiation of coagulation (Fig. 5a).
Much larger amounts of activated clotting factors were produced: 18 pmol of thrombin, 9.9
fmol of factor Xa, 310 fmol of factor Va and 11 fmol of factor VIIIa were produced after 1,500
s. The majority (>99.9%) of thrombin was produced by the coagulation cascade itself (via the
cleavage of prothrombin by the Xa-Va complex), thereby confirming that the coagulation
cascade was initiated. In addition, the entire coagulation cascade, including factor X, was
activated by bacteria even when competition between factor X and prothrombin for the
bacterial protease was included in the simulation, which further supports experiments
indicating that factor X and prothrombin are essential for initiation of coagulation by bacteria.
Note we compared total amounts of activated factors produced, rather than their local
concentrations. When local concentrations were compared, the difference between dispersed
and clustered bacteria became even more pronounced (Fig. 5b,c). The maximum concentration
of active thrombin generated after 140 s was 4.1 pM when the bacteria were dispersed and 0.44
μM when the bacteria were clustered. We also observed obvious propagation of the clot
initiated on the cluster of bacteria (Fig. 5c). To simplify the interpretation, we did not allow
diffusion of bacterial proteases in the simulation; therefore, the propagation of coagulation
could be attributed exclusively to the activation of the coagulation cascade. We performed a
control simulation where proteases were allowed to diffuse and observed similar results.
Clusters of B. anthracis initiate coagulation in mice
We used a mouse model to test whether the correlation between clustering of B. anthracis and
local coagulation was also observed in vivo. Mice were injected with B. anthracis vegetative
bacteria, and then lung, heart, spleen and liver tissues were harvested quickly (30 or 90 min)
after the injection. Rapid harvesting was used to minimize initiation of coagulation by the
immune response1,7, so we could observe more clearly coagulation caused by direct initiation
by bacteria. After harvesting, histological sections of the mouse tissues were scored for the
percentage of vessels showing fibrin clots. In the control experiment, two mice were injected
with 104 bacteria per mouse; we hypothesized that clusters of bacteria would be less likely to
form at such a low dose. In these control mice (Fig. 6a), no clusters of bacteria and no fibrin
clots were observed in any tissue. Then, two mice were injected with a higher dose of 108
bacteria per mouse; we hypothesized that the formation of bacterial clusters would be more
likely at this high dose. In the mice receiving 108 bacteria, clusters of B. anthracis were
observed in the microvasculature of the lungs (Fig. 6b), but not in any other organs 30 min
after the injection. By analyzing two whole-organ sections per mouse, ten fields per section,
with a minimum of 50 vessels per field, we determined that 45 and 80% of pulmonary vessels
were clotted in these mice (Supplementary Fig. 9a online). Bacteria were never observed in
the vessels without fibrin clots, and clotting was associated with the presence of bacterial
clusters 100% of the time in every vessel analyzed at high magnification (100x objective).
The correlation between clustering of bacteria and coagulation in vivo was strong. These results
support the overall mechanism observed in vitro with human plasma (Fig. 1a), but the most
conclusive experiment in this mouse model—comparing the same amount of dispersed bacteria
to clustered bacteria—was not performed owing to the difficulty in controlling clustering in
vivo. In vitro, coagulation of mouse plasma was accelerated by clustering of bacteria
(Supplementary Fig. 9b), and this was also true in human plasma.
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We emphasize that the characterization of the interaction of Bacillus cells and proteases (Fig.
4 and Supplementary Figs. 4-6) with the coagulation cascade was performed by using human
(not mouse) whole blood and plasma. Therefore, the details of the in vivo experiment performed
with the mouse model (Fig. 6) should be interpreted with caution. Mouse models have been
useful for studying the pathophysiology of B. anthracis infection, but they have been shown
to have major differences in response to B. anthracis infection compared with humans39. In
addition, there are known differences between proteolytic activation of mouse and human
clotting cascades40,41. Rapid clotting in the mouse model strongly suggests that direct
activation of coagulation occurs; however, we did not identify the key proteases responsible
for initiation of coagulation by B. anthracis in mouse, rather than human, blood. The ΔnprB
and ΔinhA1 strains of B. anthracis were still able to rapidly initiate coagulation in mice, which
indicates that coagulation directly induced by B. anthracis is a robust process in mice. In
addition, this result implies either that clotting of the mouse blood is initiated by an unknown
rapid mechanism that is sensitive to spatial distribution and clustering of bacteria, or that
proteases other than InhA1 and NprB are involved in the activation of the mouse coagulation
cascade. In support of the latter (and simpler) argument, we found differences in the rates and
specificity of the B. anthracis proteases for human and mouse coagulation proteins. For
example, we tested activation of human and mouse factor X under the same conditions by B.
anthracis cells in vitro. Deletion of either InhA1 or NprB substantially decreased the rate of
human factor X activation by a factor of 20 to low levels, but these deletions decreased the rate
of activation of mouse factor X by only a factor of 5 and 2.5, with substantial activation
remaining, which suggests that other B. anthracis proteases can also activate mouse factor X.
These proteases may be active in the B. anthracis Ames 35 strain or upregulated in response
to the loss of a protease in the mutant strains. Though the overall dynamics of rapid activation
of clotting factors by the parent Ames 35 strain were reproducible, the exact amount of decrease
of activation in mutant strains varied with conditions. These results were consistent with the
differences in the sequence of peptides of human and mouse factor X, which is substantially
different in the region that is proteolysed to convert factor X to factor Xa (ref. 42). These
differences make the mouse model less appropriate for the detailed biochemical studies that
are necessary to understand induction of coagulation in the human blood in vivo. In addition,
these results suggest that, in addition to InhA1, other proteases could potentially affect
induction of coagulation of human blood (for example, by cross-activation). An important next
step for understanding the role of coagulation induced in humans by bacterial proteases would
be identifying an animal model of blood coagulation that responds to bacterial proteases in a
manner similar to human coagulation. Rabbit and primate models may be suitable, but these
experiments are beyond the scope of this paper.
DISCUSSION
The first area of interest related to this work is the connection between bacterial infections and
blood coagulation1,4,43 and the hypothesis that clusters of bacteria may directly initiate
coagulation of human blood during infection, bypassing inflammation. This hypothesis should
be considered for immunosuppressed and immunocompromised people for whom infection
and septicemia by B. cereus is a threat44. It should also be considered in the context of
inflammatory responses that are triggered by activated coagulation factors2,5,43. Our results
reported a physical and biochemical mechanism in support of this hypothesis and provide the
motivation to test this mechanism further by using in vivo models of infection. This mechanism
predicts that inhibiting clustering of bacteria, inhibiting local accumulation of coagulation
factors on surfaces of bacteria17, and inhibiting expression, transport or processing of bacterial
proteases may help reduce coagulation during infection. To choose the appropriate in vivo
model, one would have to characterize carefully the interactions between bacteria and the
coagulation cascade of the model organism to ensure relevance to the human coagulation
system. In vivo bioluminescent imaging of B. anthracis45 should be a useful tool for
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understanding further the role of this mechanism in anthrax by characterizing the effects of
clusters, biofilms and local infection sites on coagulation.
The second area of interest related to this work is understanding the dynamics of groups or
clusters of bacteria46,47. Quorum sensing is perhaps the best known example of such
dynamics46. In quorum sensing, bacteria send out a diffusible signal (Fig. 7a). At a low
concentration of bacteria, the signal diffuses away and does not accumulate, and bacteria do
not detect the ‘quorum’. As bacteria are brought together to a higher (quorum) concentration,
the diffusible signal accumulates above a threshold concentration and is sensed by the bacteria.
A linear system cannot exhibit a spatially dependent phenomenon such as a quorum
sensing25, and a nonlinearity, such as a threshold response, must be present either in the system
itself or in its environment. In quorum sensing, the nonlinearity required for the threshold
response is provided by the bacterial regulatory network, and no nonlinearity in the
environment is required. Once quorum sensing takes place, it drives changes in gene expression
to produce effector molecules required for bacteria to take appropriate actions (Fig. 7a).
Initiation of coagulation by clusters of bacteria (Fig. 1) can occur by a mechanism distinct from
that of quorum sensing. In the proposed mechanism (Fig. 7b), a diffusible molecule is also
generated by an individual bacterium. For initiation of coagulation discussed in this paper, two
classes of molecules satisfy the requirement of this diffusible molecule: (i) a diffusible
molecule secreted directly by the bacterium—for example, protease InhA1—and (ii) a
diffusible molecule from the environment that can be activated near or on the surface of the
bacterium—for example, thrombin. The molecule does not accumulate at low concentrations
of bacteria. When bacteria are brought closer together into a cluster, the molecule reaches a
threshold concentration. At this point, there are three critical differences between this
mechanism and quorum sensing. First, the nonlinearity that established the threshold can come
from the environment around the bacteria, not necessarily from the bacterial regulatory
network. In the example discussed here, the threshold comes from the nonlinearities of the
coagulation network. Second, sensing by bacteria is not required for this mechanism to operate,
because ‘sensing’ is essentially performed by the environment via its threshold. This also
differs from the sensing mechanism used by bacteria, such as E. feacalis, to probe their
environment for host mammalian cells48. Third, this mechanism does not require either
changes in bacterial gene expression or any other bacterial mechanism for production of the
effector molecules. The secreted molecule is the effector molecule required for action, and it
triggers the response of the environment once bacteria reach a sufficiently high local density.
To emphasize these three differences, we refer to this mechanism as ‘quorum acting’. This
distinction is supported by the rapid initiation of coagulation by the B. anthracis luxS mutant
deficient in quorum sensing (Fig. 4f). We predict that other bacterial species that activate
coagulation factors may demonstrate this quorum-acting mechanism, although this prediction
remains to be tested. Porphyromonas gingivalis, a causative agent of gum disease, is one likely
candidate. Purified proteases of P. gingivalis are particularly potent and known to activate
many coagulation factors and reduce coagulation times in standard assays11. P. gingivalis
infections have also been linked to cardiovascular disease, although the nature of this
connection is still under investigation49.
Further work is required to differentiate the connections between quorum sensing and quorum
acting, as the two mechanisms are likely to be coupled and are likely to feedback to one another.
Though the quorum-acting mechanism does not require a change in bacterial phenotype to
function, it is not likely that it is constitutively turned on, independently of the phenotype. What
regulates the ‘coagulation phenotype’ and secretion of proteases responsible for the initiation
of coagulation? What is the role of the environment relative to the role of bacterial
communication, for example by oligopeptides46, in this regulation? Other bacteria such as
streptococci and Yersinia pestis, the plague agent, are known to break apart clots3,41,43. Is
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avoiding entrapment by coagulation10 a better strategy? Or does initiation of coagulation
benefit B. anthracis by shielding it from the host’s immune system and, coincidentally, from
administered antibiotics?
Although we do not know whether quorum acting is as widespread as quorum sensing, more
examples are likely to be found in environments capable of nonlinear responses. Such
environments could range from interactions of communities of microorganisms in soils and in
biofilms, to secretion of toxins and virulence factors, to interactions of microorganisms with
the gut, the immune system and the coagulation cascade of a mammalian host. One may expect
confined environments to enhance quorum acting, in analogy to quorum sensing47. Quorum
acting may be especially beneficial when a rapid response to aggregation of microorganisms
is needed, either as a defensive response, or an opportunistic response. Quorum acting could
also serve as a driving force for the evolution of cooperation within and among the bacterial
groups, by facilitating kin and group selection as well as reciprocity—the common themes for
collaborative selections50.
In conclusion, this work demonstrates that bacteria can directly initiate coagulation of human
blood and plasma, a process that was previously thought to be lost during vertebrate evolution.
This process relies on a quorum-acting mechanism that is distinct from quorum-sensing
processes. These results emphasize the importance of spatial distribution, rather than average
concentration, in the function of nonlinear biochemical networks21,25. We expect spatial
distribution to also be critical in initiation of coagulation by other mechanisms that are distinct
from proteolytic activation by bacterial proteases. These results may also have implications
for improving our understanding of coagulation during bacterial infections and of the role of
spatial organization of bacteria in their interactions with nonlinear environments.
METHODS
General methods
See Supplementary Methods for additional experimental protocols, description of the
bacterial strains and details of the numerical simulation. A summary of the methods is given
below.
Patterning bacteria using microfluidic techniques
For experiments measuring the initiation of coagulation of human blood and plasma on clusters
of bacteria that were not spatially patterned (that is, not Fig. 1c,d), bacteria were concentrated
to a pellet, and then droplets of the concentrated bacteria (∼50 nl) were deposited onto a plastic
coverslip in the bottom of a microfluidic chamber. The bacteria were either dispersed in human
blood plasma by mixing for ∼2 s or allowed to remain localized in a patch. Bacteria remained
localized owing to weak adhesive forces between themselves and the plastic coverslip.
To prepare spatially patterned bacteria (Fig. 1c,d), micropatterning techniques were used24.
Bacteria were patterned on substrates consisting of alumina membranes (200 nm pore size)
coated with patterned photoresist. A gentle vacuum was applied from under the substrate to
pull the bacteria to the open pores. Control experiments confirmed that both patterned and
nonpatterned substrates were relatively inert; bacteria were able to grow on them, and, in the
absence of bacteria, these surfaces did not initiate coagulation of human blood for >30 min.
Measuring clot times of human whole blood and plasma
Citrated human platelet-poor plasma was obtained from George King Biomedical, Inc. Citrated
immunodepleted plasmas and measurements of their PT and APTT times were obtained from
Haematologic Technologies, Inc. Human whole blood was obtained from individual healthy
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donors in accordance with the guidelines set by the Institutional Review Board (protocol #
12502A) at The University of Chicago. Written informed consent was obtained from donors.
All human blood and plasma samples were incubated with corn trypsin inhibitor to inhibit the
factor XII pathway of initiation of coagulation, with the exception of the experiment testing
clustered bacteria versus dispersed bacteria with human plasma (Fig. 1b) and the experiment
with immunodepleted plasmas (Fig. 3b,c). Human whole blood and plasma were recalcified
by adding a solution containing CaCl2 and a thrombin-sensitive fluorescent substrate.
Experiments were performed at 37 °C. In all experiments, clot times were determined by
monitoring the formation of thrombin and fibrin by fluorescence and brightfield microscopy,
respectively.
Microfluidic device fabrication
All devices were fabricated by using rapid prototyping in polydimethylsiloxane (Dow Corning
Corporation). Before adding the GMDs or human blood, the microfluidic channels were coated
with inert phospholipids by flowing vesicles of L-α-phosphatidylcholine (Avanti) through the
device. GMDs containing bacteria were flowed into the device, localized near magnets and
grown for 14-24 h. GMDs27 (Fig. 2) consisted of ∼50-μm-sized droplets of solid agarose
containing bacteria and magnetic particles. They were prepared separately using a droplet-
based microfluidic approach. After bacterial colonies were present, human whole blood was
flowed through the device and the formation of thrombin and fibrin was monitored.
Measuring coagulation by B. anthracis in mice
All animal experiments and protocols were approved by and conducted according to the
guidelines of the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) Animal
Care and Use Committee. Solutions containing B. anthracis (vegetative cells) were injected
intravenously into the tail vein of DBA/2J mice (Jackson Laboratories). After 30 or 90 min,
organs were harvested and immediately fixed in a neutral-buffered 10% formalin solution for
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Human blood plasma coagulates on spatially localized B. cereus in the absence of flow. (a) A
schematic drawing illustrates the coagulation potential of a single bacterium, a single small
surface patch of bacteria, surface patches of bacteria that are separated and surface patches of
bacteria that are clustered together. The concentration of activated coagulation factors only
exceeds the threshold required for initiation of coagulation (blue dashed line) when a sufficient
number of bacteria are clustered together as a large patch. (b) The chart compares the clotting
times of human blood plasma on the same amount of bacteria either clustered in a large patch
or dispersed in solution. Each data point represents an independent experiment, where clot time
was measured in a microfluidic chamber using fluorescence microscopy. Imaging began 3 min
after plasma was added to the surface cluster of bacteria. Clotting on the surface cluster of B.
cereus occurred before the first image at 3 min, as indicated by a break in the y axis. (c,d)
Fluorescent photographs of a microfluidic chamber used to test coagulation (blue fluorescence)
of human blood plasma on clustered bacteria (green fluorescence) patterned as patches of
different sizes. Coagulation occurs rapidly on a large patch (d; 7 independent experiments) but
not on an array of smaller patches containing the same amount of bacteria (c; 7 independent
experiments).
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Figure 2.
Human whole blood coagulated on spatially localized B. cereus in the presence of flow. (a) A
microphotograph shows the microfluidic device used to flow human whole blood over colonies
of bacteria. The bacteria were localized in GMDs that also contained magnetic particles.
Magnets were used to localize the GMDs in the device. (b) A brightfield image shows
coagulation of human whole blood on GMDs containing B. cereus expressing GFP (overlaid
green fluorescence). (c,d) Microphotographs of fluorescence show coagulation of human
whole blood (blue) on GMDs containing B. cereus (green) (c) but not on E. coli (green) (d).
White dashed lines outline the channel walls. Images were taken 11 min after blood was
introduced into the device. (e) A graph shows the clot times of flowing whole blood on colonies
of B. cereus and E. coli in microfluidic devices. Each data point represents an independent
experiment.
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Figure 3.
B. cereus initiated coagulation by a mechanism different from that of the reagents used in either
the PT test or the APPT test, bypassing factor VII and factor XII in initiating the coagulation
cascade. (a) A partial network diagram for the hemostasis network. The reactions shown are
those used in the numerical simulations discussed below. Inhibitory and positive feedback
processes are shown in light and dark gray, respectively, and the principal forward reactions
are shown in black. Blue indicates points of classical activation; red indicates points essential
for activation by bacteria. (b,c) The clot times of plasmas deficient in a specific coagulation
factor in the PT test (b) and APTT test (c) are plotted against the clot times after initiation by
B. cereus bacteria. In these graphs, prothrombin is labeled as FII. Data points circled in blue
indicate factor-deficient plasmas that show very slow clotting in either the PT or APTT test
but that initiate coagulation rapidly by B. cereus, which indicates that these factors are not
essential for initiation of coagulation by B. cereus. Data points circled in red indicate factors
that are essential for initiation of coagulation by B. cereus. Each data point represents the
average of four measurements of clot time on large (>300 μm) clusters of bacteria in
microfluidic chambers.
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Figure 4.
Human blood plasma coagulates on surface clusters of many Bacillus species, including B.
anthracis, but not on control species of E. coli and S. aureus. (a) Chart quantifying the clot
times of human blood plasma on clusters of bacteria in a microfluidic chamber in the absence
of flow. (b,c) B. anthracis strains that do not produce secreted zinc metalloproteases NprB
(ΔnprB) or InhA1 (ΔinhA1) have reduced ability to activate purified human prothrombin (b)
and purified human factor X (c). (d) Purified prothrombin is activated by InhA1 purified from
B. anthracis. (e) A graph quantifying the clot times of human blood plasma on Ames 35,
ΔnprB and ΔinhA1 strains of B. anthracis shows that the Ames 35 control strain rapidly initiated
coagulation. The ΔnprB strain also initiated coagulation, whereas the ΔinhA1 strain did not
accelerate coagulation relative to background clotting (P < 0.001 for Ames 35 versus
ΔinhA1). (f) A graph quantifying the clot times of human blood plasma on control Ames 35
and a ΔluxS strain shows that the ΔluxS strain rapidly initiated coagulation despite its inability
to secrete autoinducer-2 (1), a quorum-sensing signaling molecule. Each data point (a,e,f)
represents the clot time on a single large (>300 μm) cluster of bacteria in a microfluidic chamber
that was measured by fluorescence microscopy. Clotting on some surface clusters occurred
before the first images obtained at 3 min (a) or 2 min (e and f), as indicated by breaks in the
y axis.
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Figure 5.
Two-dimensional simulations of the human blood coagulation cascade comparing the
generation of activated coagulation factors by bacteria dispersed in solution versus bacteria
clustered in a surface patch. The overall number of bacteria was the same in all simulations.
(a) Graphs of the total amount (not concentrations) of thrombin and factors Xa, Va and VIIIa
generated in the simulation by dispersed (blue line) and clustered (red dashed line) bacteria.
The total amounts included both active (free) forms of the enzyme and active forms that have
been inhibited after activation. (b,c) Two-dimensional plots show the thrombin concentration
in a simulated microfluidic chamber (represented in schematic drawings at the left). Plots at
140 s show the concentration of active thrombin, and plots at 1,500 s show the total thrombin
concentration (both active and inhibited). When bacteria (green) were dispersed in solution,
little thrombin was produced and coagulation did not initiate within 1,500 s (b). However,
when the same number of bacteria were localized to a surface cluster (inside green outline),
thrombin was generated at a high concentration, coagulation was initiated and the clot
propagated away from the cluster (c).
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Figure 6.
Clusters of B. anthracis rapidly initiate coagulation in mice. (a,b) H&E-stained histological
sections of mouse lung. (a) Pulmonary vessels from control mice injected with a low dose of
bacteria show no clusters and no coagulation. (b) Pulmonary vessels from mice injected with
a higher dose of bacteria show clustering of bacteria. Coagulation in vessels (large magenta
regions) occurred on clusters of bacteria (chains of rod-like bacteria are seen, blue) within 30
min. Digitally magnified portions of a vessel are shown in images on the left and right. Two
mice were sampled at each dose. See text for details.
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Figure 7.
Even without quorum sensing, clustering of bacteria may elicit large-scale action. (a) During
quorum sensing, the localization of bacteria (blue) at a high concentration elicits phenotypic
changes in the bacteria themselves (red). (b) When bacteria interact with an environment
capable of nonlinear responses, upon clustering, bacteria may act without having to undergo
phenotypic changes. Action is illustrated here as activation of the environment (large red area).
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